
Connecting Business Through Golf



From Shawn

Over the past 16 years, my greatest accomplishment has 
been the development of our ON PAR PRODUCTIONS’ 
executive golf retreats.  I’ve had the pleasure and distinct 
honor to work with many talented and committed business 
leaders on their client entertainment initiatives and we 
continue to see outstanding results year after year.  It’s my 
sincere hope that you find tangible value over the next few 
minutes and I look forward to discussing how we may 
partner with your organization to deliver an unparalleled 
client experience.

         - Shawn Humphries



Who We Are

   ON PAR PRODUCTIONS, operated by principal Shawn 
Humphries, employs a proven methodology and has a track 
record of success in bringing strong business leaders together.

  Shawn is one of GOLF Magazine’s Top 100 Teachers in America.

  Shawn and his team have fine-tuned a unique program focused on the 
application of golf instruction into the game that is without comparison in 
today’s executive golf market.

  For over 16 years, ON PAR has helped Fortune 500 C-level 
executives build relationships with their clients and realize
substantial and enduring financial returns.



What We Do

   Each program’s activities involve executives working, playing 
and overcoming challenges together, thereby achieving business 
goals and solidifying working relationships going forward.

  ON PAR creates a robust, 1st-class environment focused on 
developing new business relationships with prospective clients 
and partners, forging and deepening relationships with current 
clients, and negotiating large-scale contracts.  

  ON PAR’s diligent planning and execution process is what 
sets us apart.  This process uses an approach targeted on each 
attendee and personalizes the experience for them, enabling 
you to interact at a high level of comfort and state of mind.



Our Methodology

  We create an environment where executives can easily bond 
on a higher level, creating a lasting impression and facilitating 
solid business, and personal, relationships. 

  ON PAR attends to every detail from hospitality and logistics to 
facilitation and golf instruction.  This ensures an unparalleled 
level of attention to personalized services, quality and luxury. 



Our Methodology

  ON PAR eliminates the stress of planning for your event - 
our staff handles all of the details.  We routinely work with 
industry leading resorts and golf destinations, delivering a 
retreat with a residential, relaxed atmosphere.

  Activities are designed to lay a foundation for building a sense 
of team, fostering relationships, and encouraging collaboration 
between teams and the group as a whole.  In our process, 
intangibles become tangible, solidifying trust and creating vision 
as to how future business dealings will be executed.



Mobile Teaching Academy
SHAWN HUMPHRIES GOLF PERFORMANCE 
Mobile Teaching Academy provides on-site swing 
review and analysis utilizing the most current 
technology including:  

TaylorMade®  SelectFit Clubfitting System
 

Flight Scope® Ball Flight Video Monitor
 

V1 Digital Video Coaching System
 

TOMI™ Putting Studio



Our Clients



What Our Clients Say

General Electric has entertained key clients with On Par Productions for the 
past ten years.  In my opinion, Shawn’s programs provide the ultimate setting 
for developing and strenthening relationhips with our clients.  Furthermore, 
Shawn Humphries, as the leader of these events, clearly understands the 
importance of our client relationships and he understands the value of the 
time we spend with them at these programs.  His events will definitely be on 
General Electric’s annual schedule of events for years to come.
        Jeff Knipe
        Senior Vice President
        GE Capital Solutions

Shawn has not only helped me but many others.  I have invited Shawn and his 
team to host several large customer outings for Williams.  Our customers, 
both male and female, have experienced Shawn’s programs and are extremely 
complimentary of his team’s simple and easy to understand approach to 
playing better golf and having fun!  We are fortunate to use Shawn.  He 
understands client entertainment like no one else.
        Ralph Hill
        President of Exploration & Production
        Williams



Destination Properties
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Destination Properties



Next Steps

Work with ON PAR to formulate a “go-forward” plan

Select a region of the United States to suit your 
individual taste and maximize attendance

Select the ON PAR destination resort property

Establish a combined ON PAR and host company 
program event team

Collaborate on event timelines to ensure efficient and 
strategic event production



Contact Us

Dallas:  Shawn Humphries
shawn@shawnhumphries.com

817.685.9898
Visit us on the web at

www.shawnhumphries.com/executiveprograms.php
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